
hotel pro forma

Hotel Pro Forma’s recent 
piece I Only Appear to be Dead is a sore of 
exploration into the enigmas of Hans Christian 
Andersen’s soul, into his fear of being buried 

alive. The play’s title is a phrase that Andersen 
wrote on a piece of paper and placed on his 
bedside table every night before he went to 

sleep. It’s an enigma of his obsession and, at 
the same time, that uncertainty that dings 

to the life of every human being. What 

compelled you to work on Andersen’s 
diaries?

diaries I was struck by his 
obsessions, his fears, and the 

ability to work on that fear 

and transform it into 
artistic expression. The 

writer of the diaries 
talks a lot 

about

journeys and foreign travel, yet without ever 
losing sight of Denmark. It's a completely 
different Andersen to the author of the tales. 
Obscurity, doubt, and a fundamentally funereal 
atmosphere are always hovering in the diaries: a 

dark mood that is transformed in creative work. 
Andersen, furthermore, suggests how difficult it 
was for him to dominate his own imagination. 
Basically, his ideas cornered him, and the panic 
attacks were the price of his extraordinary 
imaginary activity.

With the cast of characters that appear in 
Hotel Pro Forma, one seems to enter into an 

almost dream-like dimension. In I Only Appear 
to be Dead, though, there are several indications 
that regard the life of Andersen. We recognize 
him, for example, in the scene when the dancer 
Ninna Steen arrives on stage with a strange 

mask that looks just like the author. What role 
does realism play in this case? 

ns That’s a very good question that isn’t easy 
to answer. I could say, realism is just a thin 

screen between the human being and the
theater. Andersen writes about feeling like 

a 16-year-old even though he was 
65. There was an

adolescent hiding inside him, which he kept all 
his life. It’s for that reason I chose to represent 
him on stage with Ninna Steen, -who has a tiny 
adolescent body, but she's wearing an old man’s 
mask. Steen’s ephebic body also suggests 

Andersen’s sexual ambivalence, his presumed 
bisexuality.

Manos Tsangaris wrote the play’s music. 
Did you discuss it with him or did you leave 
him completely free to work on it?

Actually, 1 didn’t discuss it with him at 
all. I trusted him and knew he was entirely 
capable of transforming my images into sound. 

He composed the music in modules that could 
be shortened, prolonged and interchanged. He 

did not know my images when composing, 
and I did not know his music when creating 
the images. This is my way of working: the 
various parts of the piece are svorked out 

independently, and finally everything is 
assembled. In this way you get surprises, but 
somehow it all matches because the basic- 
concept is thoroughly discussed from the 

beginning. The music was written for 14 
singers from the Danish National Choir. They 
sing a cappella, accompanied by electronic 

sounds, and they act as performers.
Your idea of theater is very open to
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ria-r creative arenas: performance, music, visual 

art and dance all co-exist in a synergetic way.
My background is in the visual arts, not 

the theater. That’s why my tableaux -vivants 
re always part of a visual concept 

i etermined by the space. In this case it 
concerns a stage that is long and narrow, 
vhich follows the length of the space to try 
to annul the distance between the public and 
the actors, as well as creating a panoramic 
representation that can't be taken in with a 
single look. I am always trying to translate 
the aesthetic experience into a sensorial 
rxperience that w’orks through the 
perception. The scripts are important but not 

defining, and these also take on a visual form. 
That’s why the performers come from the left 
and move toward the right, following the 

iirectional sense of reading. The stage is the 
■ ire where life events happen, as seen from 
the viewpoint of Andersen and of the 

..udience.
g Who is the visual artist of performer with 

. .horn you feel the closest, whom you 
r rrtkuiarly admire, or who might inspire you in

the construction of a new work?
undoubtedly the Societal Raffaello 

Sanzio. It was a real honor for me to be invited 

to their Festival Internazionale del Teatro in 
Venice. Their work goes really deep. Sometimes, 

not everything is clear to me in their 
productions, but this doesn’t mean anything; 
moreover, I don’t expect that everything in my 

work is understandable to everybody. The 
theatrical art is above all a vision, suggestion, 
the ability to bring you somewhere else. Then, I 
should also mention Matthew' Barney, and films 
by Greenaway, Tarkovskij, and also von Trier.

Kirsten Dehlholm is the artistic director of Hotel Pro Forma.

She creates interdisciplinary works that combine architecture, 

visual arts, films, performance art and music. Hotel Pro Forma's 

performances have been presented in museums, public 

buildings with particularly significant architecture, and in 

theaters throughout Europe, Mexico, Japan, Australia, and the 

US. Their most recent piece, I Only Appear to be Dead, was 

presented for the first time in Italy during the recent edition of 

the Festival Internazionale del Teatro in Venice.
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